POINT TRANSITIVE TRANSFORMATION GROÜPS(x)
BY

ROBERT ELLIS
Let (X, T) be a point transitive transformation
group (i.e. one in which
there exists x£X with els xT = X) with compact phase space X and phase
group T. Then by [2b] X is a quotient of (ßT, T) where ßT is the Stone-Cech
compactification
of the discrete group T. This means that G(X) is isomorphic
to a T-subalgebra (Definition 1) of G(ßT). Moreover, (X, T) may be represented as a transformation
group of T-homomorphisrns
of G(X) into G(ßT).
This suggests the problem of characterizing algebraically various properties
of (X, T). For example, it is shown (Proposition 3) that (X, T) is minimal if
and only if ker<p = 0 for all the aforementioned
homomorphisms
<p. Other
concepts such as almost periodicity, the enveloping semigroup and the equicontinuous structure relation, relevant to the study of transformation
groups
are discussed from the algebraic point of view.
When (X, T) is O-dimensional, C(ßT) may be replaced by (?T, the Boolean
algebra of subsets of T, and G(X) by a Boolean T-subalgebra &(X) of G>(T).
In this case the above proposition takes the form (X, T) is minimal if and
only if every element of &(X) is syndetic.
The purpose of this paper is then to show that the collection of point
transitive transformation
groups may be studied by algebraic and set theoretic methods. It is hoped that this approach will shed some light on old
problems and introduce some interesting new ones.
The paper is divided into two sections. §1 deals with the general case and
§2 with the case when X is O-dimensional.
Unless specified otherwise, all the transformation
groups are assumed to
be point transitive with compact phase spaces.
1. Let T be a discrete group, ßT its Stone-Cech compactification
and Q
the space of real-valued continuous functions on ßT provided with the topology of uniform convergence. Then [2b] (ßT, T) is a point transitive transformation group. For ¿GF, /£C let [/^t][/¿í]
denote that element of G such

that [x(fRt) = (xt)f][x(fLt) = (**)/](*G ßT). Then RtR, = Rst and LtLa
= Lt,(t,seT).
Definition
1. Let ß be a subalgebra of G, I an ideal in ft. Then [ft][/]
is a [T-subalgebra] [T-ideal] if [fRtGa]\fRt£l]
for all [/£«][/£/]
and
/£ T. Let Q,, (&be two T-subalgebras

of G and d>a homomorphism

of Q,into (B.
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Then <j>is a T-homomorphism if Rt<p= d>Rt(tÇiT). Let Clbe a P-subalgebra of
C. Then | ß| will denote the set of all P-homomorphisms
of ß into Q. (Note:
I assume lGß for all subalgebras & oí Q and that l<p=l for all homomor-

phisms <t>.)
Remark 1. For all tGT, Rt and Lt are homomorphisms
G into G. Moreover z¡g| e|.
Remark 2. Let ß be a P-subalgebra of G. Then because every homomorphism is uniformly continuous, els ß is a P-subalgebra and | Cl| = | els ß|.
Each x£/3P determines a homomorphism
[3] of ßT into ßT namely
y—>xy(yE.ßT). Let Lx be the map of Q into G determined by x. Then !*£ | e|.

In fact
Lemma 1. Let <£G | e|.

Then there exists a unique x£0F

Proof. The map f—*e(f<f>)is a homomorphism

exists xE.ßT such that x/=0

such that <t>
= Lx.

of Q into P. Hence there

if and only if e(f<p)=Q. This implies that

e(fLx)= e(f<b)
(fE C). Then t(}Lx)= e(fLxRt)= e(fRtLx)= e(fRt<p)
= e(f<pRt)
= ¿(/<7>)(/Ge, MET). Since fLx and f<p are continuous and P is dense in ßT,
/Lx=/<p(/Ge),
i.e. Lx = <j>.The point x is unique since LX= LV if and only if
x = y.

Lemma 2. Lei a be a T-subalgebra of G, <pG | ß|. Then there exists \p<E| c|

with ip/Q,= <b.
Proof. By Remark 2 we may assume that ß is uniformly closed. Let
â = [///£ß,
e(/<£) =0]. Then 4 is a maximal ideal in ß and so there exists a

maximal ideal 3TC
in 6 with dQM.. Let xG/3P such that 9U= [g/gGC, xg = 0].
Set \p = Lx. Then the two homomorphisms
f—>e(f<p)and/—>e(/i/0(/Gß)
determine the same maximal ideal d. Hence e(fcb) = e(f\p) (/G ß) and so f<b=/^(/G ß)
as in Lemma 1 since ß is a Y'-subalgebra of G.
Definition
2. The transformation group (\ ß|, T). Let ß be a P-subalge-

bra of e, <¿>G|ß|*GP

Let<bt = d>Lí.Then <pe=<p,(4>t)s= d>(ts)(t,sET); i.e. P

acts on | ß|. The set | ß| can be made into a topological space in several
ways. Let [3] [s] be the smallest topology on | ß| making the maps <f>—>a(f<j>)

of | ß| into öl continuous for all [aGÎ"|

[aGßT] and/Gß.

Finally let It be

the smallest topology on | ß| making the maps <p—>/<p
of | ß| into G continuous (/Gß).
Then 3GSG11- Unless specified otherwise | ß| will be assumed

provided with the topology 3.
Proposition
1. Let ß be a T-subalgebra of G. Then
(1) The maps <p—>(pt
of | ß| into | ß| are continuous for all /£ T when | ß|
is provided with any one of the topologies 3, S, "U.

(2) Assume ßtf>Cß(<£G| ß| )■ Then
(a) The maps <p—^<pof | ß| into | ß| are continuous for all ^G|
| ß| is provided with any one of the topologies 3, S, or It.

ß| when
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(b) The maps <p—>c/>^
of | a| into \ Ct\ are continuous for all ^G | a| when
| Ct| -¿sprovided with either S or 11.
(3) The topology 3 is compact Hausdorff.
(4) The transformation

group ( | Q,\, T) is point transitive.

Proof. (1) and (2) follow immediately from the definitions of the terms
involved. For (3) consider first the case ß=C. Then LXa—>LX(3)if and only
if xa—* x in ßT. Hence \q\ is homeomorphic
to ßT. Now the map

<p-^cp/a(cpG|e ) of | e| onto I a I is a homomorphism

onto. Hence | a is
Thus (4) is proved. To see that
| a| is Hausdorff observe that if t(f<p)=t(fip)(t£T,
/Ga) where cp, ^G| «|,
then by continuity x(/c/>) =x(/^)(xGj8P/Ga)
and so cp= ^.
compact

and ( a |, T) is point transitive.

Corollary

1. The proof of 3 shows that \q\ is isomorphic to ßT.

Lemma 3. Let a be a uniformly closed T-subalgebra of e./GC-ft.

PAe»

there exist <f>,\p£iQsuch that <p\Q,—\p\a butf<j>9éfip.
Proof. Let 03 be the uniformly closed subalgebra

of C generated

by a and

/. Set (R(a) = [(x, y)/x, yEßT, xg = yg(gGa)] and <R(<B)
= [(*, y)/x, yEßT,
xg = yg(gE(S>)]- Then 01(03) is a closed equivalence
relation on ßT and
(&~&(ßT/(n((S>)). Now a is a uniformly closed proper subalgebra of 03.
Hence by the Stone-Weierstrass
theorem 01(a) ?¿ 01(03). Thus there exist

x, yEßT with xg = yg(gGa) but x/Vy/. Set <p= Lx, \p= Ly
Jy.
Proposition

2. Let a, 03 be two uniformly closed T-subalgebras of e, let

«G| a|. Then
(1) 7/aaC®,
a inducesa homomorphismä:
\ 031—>|a[ viz.c/>—>acp(<pG
| ($>\).
Conversely, if it: \ 031—>|a| ¿5 a homomorphism; then there exists a(E \ a| with
da C 03 and ä = 7r.
(2) T,e¿ aaC03. PAe« a is [one-one] [onto] [an isomorphism] if and only
if ä is [onto] [one-one] [an isomorphism].

Proof. (1) One verifies directly that ä is indeed a homomorphism
of
| 031 into | a . Now let it be a homomorphism
of | 031 into | a| and let
p: | e| —*| 03 be the homomorphism
of | e| into | 031 such that cpp
= cp/03(<pG| ß| )• Set a = ep7Twhere e is the identity on C. Let <p<E\ &\, (tß)=a
net on T with etß—^xb.Then acp = lim a^ = lim ep7r^ = lim etßpir = 4>pTr.
Now let/G a and suppose fa were not in a. Then by Lemma 3 there would
be <p,i/'G | c| with (bp=-^p and/ac/>9+fœp. This would, however, contradict the

fact that fad) =f(bpir =/i/W =fœp. Hence aaC03 and 7r= f5. (Notice that a is
just the image under ir of the identity

element

of | 031.)

(2) Suppose a is one-one. Then 2)=a«Cu3
is a Psubalgebra of a and
there exists ^G | c| such that fipt =/(/G 23) and ga^ = g(gGa). This implies
that (t/'l 4)a = e, the identity on | a|. Since tT is dense in | a|, | 031= j a|.
Conversely

suppose

à is onto. Let/G

a with fa = 0. Then

0 =fa<p =/(<pä)
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whence/^ = 0(^G I a|). Let xGjSP. Then 0 = e(fLx)=xf. Hence

f=0.
Let a be onto, (p, ^E|(B|

with <j>ä=\l/ä.Then fa<p=foap(fECt). Hence

g<f>z=g^(gG(S>)
and so <p=i/'.
Let ä be one-one. If there were /G® and not in OLa there would be
<P,^G|c|
with <p\Cta=\¡/\cia and f<b9ef\{/.This would mean that (d>\(B)ä
= (\f/\ (B)a but <p\<S>9É^\(B, a contradiction. The proof is completed.
Lemma 4. Let (X, T), (Y, T) be point transitive transformation groups, tt a
homomorphism of X into Y, and p, n homomorphisms of ßT into X and Y
respectively. Then there exists a homomorphism \J/: ßT—>ßT such that pir = ^n.
Proof. Let ep = x(EX and ur¡=xir for some uEßT.
Set v\p= uv [2b]
(vEßT). Then ^ is a homomorphism of ßT into ßT. Moreover epir = xir = ut]
= e*pinby definition and so tptr = t\¡/r](tET) since all the maps involved are
homomorphisms. Finally pir=\pr\ by continuity and the fact that Pis dense

inßT.
Proposition
3. Let (X, T), (Y, T) be compact point transitive transformation groups, t a homomorphism of X into Y. Then there exist T-subalgebras
ß, (B of G, isomorphisms p, rj of | ß| onto X and | <b| onto Y and a T-homomorphism a: (B—>ßsuch that pir = är] where <pä= a<p(<pE | ß| ).
Proof. By Corollary 1 to Proposition 1 and [2b] there exist homomorphisms y, 8 of | e| into X and F respectively. These maps induce homomor-

phisms y, 8 of C(X) and C(Y) into G, satisfying the equations (fy)<j>=(<f>y)f

and (g8)<t>=(cp&)g(feC(X),gEC(Y), cpe\G\). Let ß = im-y, (B= imS. Then
ß and (Bare P-subalgebras of G.

Let 0i, 02G | e|. Then <biy= <i>2y
if and only if (<piy)f=(<p2y)f(fEC(X))if
and only if g<£i= g02(gGß). I.e., <piy= qb2yiff <p\/Q= <p2/Q.Thus y/\ ß| is an
isomorphism
onto. Similarly 8/\ (ß| is an isomorphism.
Call these isomorphisms p and rj respectively.
By Lemma 4 there exists a homomorphism
\p: |e|—>|c|
such that

yir=\p8.

Let (pi, ^G | c|

with <pi/CL= cb2/CL.Then <piy= cp2y whence <pi\p8

= <p$pband so cpiipI($>= <p-*p/<$>.
Thus ^induces a homomorphism 6 of | Ö.| —>[ (ß|
such that pw = 68. By Proposition
2 there exists aG| ®| with (BaCß such

that 0 = 5. The proof is completed.
In order to extend the results of this paper to more general transformation
groups observe that if (X, T) is a transformation
group with phase group P
and completely regular phase space X, then the Stone-Cech compactification
ßX of X may be made into a transformation
group with phase group T in a
natural fashion, viz., let ¿GPthen
the map x—»xTof X into/3AT is continuous
whence / determines a continuous map u—>ut(u<EßX) of ßX into ßX. This
map will be a homeomorphism
onto its inverse being the map determined
by t~l. The canonical map of (X, T) into (ßX, T) is then an isomorphism into.
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Definition
3. Let (X, T) be a transformation
group with phase group T
and completely regular phase space X. Then (X, T) is minimal if els xT
= X(x<EX). A point ï£1
is an almost periodic point if given any neighborhood U of X there exists a syndetic subset A of T (i.e. a subset .4 such that

AF= T for some finite subset ;! of T) with x^4C £7.
Proposition
4. Lei (X, T) be a point transitive transformation group with
completely regular phase space X. Then
(1) The transformation group (ßX, T) is point transitive.
(2) The transformation group (ßX, T) is minimal if and only if there exists
xElX such that clsx xT = X and x is an almost periodic point of (X, T).

Proof. (1) Let xEX with els* xT = X. Then cls„x xT = ßX.
(2) If (ßX, T) is minimal, then every point of ßX is an almost periodic
point of (ßX, T), whence every point of X has the desired property.
Conversely, suppose x is an almost periodic point of (X, T) with clsx xT
= X. Let u<EßX. If els uTAßX, then xfjcls uT. Hence there exists a compact

neighborhood U of x in ßX such that UC\uT= 0. Now UC\X is a neighborhood of x in X. Let A be a syndetic subset of T with x.4 C U. Then uC.ßX
= cls xT = cls xAFCZ UF since xAFQ

UF which is compact.

But this contra-

dicts the fact that UC\uT = 0.
Corollary
1. Let (X, T) be a transformation group with a completely regular phase space X, let x be an almost periodic point of X. Then (els xT, T) is
minimal.
Definition
functions/—>r/

4. Let [3'][§'] be the smallest topology on 6 making the
of G into R continuous for all [rGi1] [rGß^].
Then 3' and S'

are both Hausdorff topologies on 6 with 3'CS'.

For/ee,
transformation

tET set ft=fLt. Then (ft)s=f(ts)(t, sET), and (G, T) is a
group when G is provided with either of the topologies 3' or S'.

Lemma 5. Let/EC

Then clsg' fT is compact in (G, 3').

Proof. Let (xa) be a net in ßT. Then xa—*xQßT if and only if fLx —>fLx
modulo 3' (f<EG). Since T is dense in ßT, this means that clsg'/r
= [fLx\xEßT]
and that the map x-*fLx of ßT onto clsg'/^
is a homomorphism onto.

Lemma 6. Let ft be a T-subalgebra of G, d>,\{/<E
| ft|. Then cpEclsg' ^r if and
only if ker ^Cker <p.
Proof. Let (p(E.c\s^\pT,/Eft

with/^

= 0. Then there exists a net (ta) on T

such that tf4>Lta-*tf<p(tGT).But #L,„ = (tat)fi¡/= 0. Hence/(p = 0.
Now suppose ker i/'Cker (p. By Remark 2 we may assume Q, uniformly
closed. Then by the Stone-Weierstrass
theorem C(\ d\) is the collection of
functions <p-*tf<p(t£:T, /Eft).
Thus if <pwere not in clsg^T there would be
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¿GP,/Gß with tfil/L.= 0(sET) andtf<t>9¿0.
This would mean that fip= 0 but
fq^T^O,which contradicts

Corollary

the assumption

that ker ^Gker

0.

1. Let CLbe a T-subalgebra of G, d>E | ß|. Then <f>
is an almost

periodic point of \ CL| if and only if ker (pis a maximal proper t-ideal of Cl.

Proof. Let 0 be an almost periodic point of | ß| and let â be a proper Pideal of ß with ker 0 C$■ We may assume that á is a maximal such ideal. Then
there exists a maximal proper P-ideal 9TCof G with 31tr^ß = 0 and 77G | c|

with ker 77= 311.Set^ = r?| ß. Then ker 0C# = ker ^, whence \pE:c\s^(pP. Since
clsgi/'P is minimal <7>Gclsgi/'P Thus á = ker i/'Gker (p.
Conversely, suppose kermis a maximal proper Pideal of ß. Let^Gclsj^P.
Then ker 0 G ker \f/. Since keri/' is a proper P-ideal of ß, this means that
ker 0 = ker i/'. Hence ^Gclsj^'P.
The proof is completed.

Proposition

5. Let QLbea T-subalgebra of G. Then the following statements

are equivalent:

(1) ker0 = O(0G|ß|).
(2) I ß| is minimal.
(3) f is an almost periodic point of (G, 3') for allfEiCL.
(4) Let fECL with f 9^0. Then there exists F, a finite subset of T such that
ßT = UteF [x\xtf^0].
(5) ß has no proper nonzero T-ideals.

Proof. (1) implies (2). This is true by Lemma 6. (2) implies (3). Let/Gß,
P a finite subset of P, and e>0. Then (/, P, e) = [g/|//-/g|
<e(tGF)] is a
typical neighborhood

|ß|.Then

of / in the topology

(w,/p e)= [0/0G|ß|,

Hence there exists a syndetic
I t(fs) —tf\ <e (tEF,

sG^4),

(3) implies (4). Let/Gß
We may suppose

fAC(f,
\t(fa)-tf\

c>0.

3'. Let w be the identity

subset A of T with 0)sE(u,fF,
i.e. / is an almost

with/^0.

Then

element of

\tf<p-tf\ <e(iGP) is a neighborhood of co.

there

periodic

point

e)(sE.A).

Then

of 6.

Then there exists tET with tf=C9¿0.
exists a syndetic

subset

A of P with

t, c/3). Let T = AH where H is a finite subset of P. If aEA then
<c/3

and so atf^c/3.

Now set F = H~H, E(s) = [x|xs/âc/3]

and

P = U[P(s)| sGP]. Then E is a closed subset of ßT. Let rGP. Then r = ah for
some hEH. Then s = h~HEF and rsf'= ahh~Hf'= atf^c/3. Hence PGP and
so E=ßT.
(4) implies (5). Let 3 be a nonzero

P-ideal of ß. If â were proper there

wouldbexG(8Psuchthatx/=0(/Gá).Let/G^with/?íO.Since/PíGá(íG3),
0 = x(fRt)=xtf (tET). But this contradicts (4).
(5) implies

(1). This is true

because

ker (p is a proper

P-ideal

for all

(pE\ ß| ■The proof is completed.
Proposition

6. Let jEG.

Then f is an almost periodic point of (G, 3') if

and only if given d>E \ g\ there exists \pE \ 6j with fq>\p=/.
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be an almost periodic point of 6, cpG|c|.

Hence there exists a net ta of elements

Then clsg'/P.

of T with f<pta—»/ (modulo

3'). Let

^G| e| with L,a—nf/(modulo 3). Then tpta-^^ whence fibrp=/.
Let/GC and suppose that given <pG| c| there exists ^G| c| with f<b\f/= f.

Let gGcls3'fP Then g=/<p for some <t>E\ e|. Let ^G | e| with /<p^=/and t„
a net of elements of P with L< —»^. Then f<bta—</,i.e. /Gclsg'

gP. The proof is

completed.

Corollary
1. Letf be an almost periodic point of (6, 3'), a the uniformly
closed T-subalgebra of 6 generated by f. Then | a| is minimal.
Proof. Let cpG | e|. By Proposition 3 and Lemma 2 it suffices to show that

kercp/a = 0. There exists ^G|c|

with /#=/.

Let 3)=[g/gGC,

gH/ = g].

Then 3Dis a uniformly closed T-subalgebra of 6 containing/.
Hence aC3)
and the proof is completed.
Definition
5. Let X, Y be point transitive transformation
groups, let
xEX with ch(xT)=X.
Then (X, x) covers Y if given yGF there exists a

homomorphism iv: X—>Ywith X7r= y. Let a, 03be Psubalgebras of 6. Then
| a| covers | 031if (| a|, w) covers | 031where w is the identity element of | a|.
Remark 3. Let X be a point transitive transformation
group, E its enveloping semigroup, and e the identity element of E. Then (P, e) covers P.
Remark 4. Let X, Y, Z be point transitive transformation
groups such
that (X, x) covers F and ( F, y) covers Z. Then (X, x) covers Z.

Lemma 7. Let X be a point transitive transformation group such that (X, x)
covers X. Then (X, x) covers the enveloping semigroup E of X.
Proof. Let p, qEE

with xp = xq, let yEX

and it a homomorphism

of X

into X with X7T= y. Then yp = xrp = xpir = xqw = xwq = yq. Hence p —q. Thus
the map of p—>xp of E into X is an isomorphism. Let n denote the inverse

map, and let pEE. The map Lp: E—>Esuch that qLp = pq~(qEE) is a homomorphism of E into E which maps e into p. Then r;Lp is a homomorphism
X into E mapping x onto p.

of

Lemma 8. Let X, Y be point transitive transformation groups, ir a homomorphism of X onto Y, E(X), E(Y) the enveloping semigroups of X and Y. Then

(E(X),e)

covers E(Y).

Proof. By [3] there exists a homomorphism

that ed= e. Let ^GP(F).
that e6Lp= p.

Then 6LP: E(X)-*E(Y)

6: E(X)—>E(Y) onto such

is a homomorphism such

Corollary
1. Let X, Y be point transitive transformation groups, let (X, x)
cover X and Y. Then (X, x) covers the enveloping semigroup E( Y) of Y.
Proof. By Lemma

7 (X, x) covers the enveloping

semigroup

E(X)

of X.
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Now (E(X),

e) covers E(Y) by Lemma 8. Hence (X, x) covers E(Y) by

Remark 4.
Lemma 9. Let Ci, ÖSbe uniformly closed T-subalgebras of G. Then \ ft| covers

| <&\if and only if ÖScpCft(<pG|
ös|).
Proof. Let | ft| cover | ös|, <pG | ÖS|, 7r: | ft| —>|GS| a homomorphism such
that w7T= <p.Then as in the proof of Proposition 2,ir = $, i.e. ^ir = (¡»p(\J/C.\ ft| ).

Then (SxpQQ,by Proposition 2.
Now let (B<pCft(«pE| ös| ). Then ^ is a homomorphism of | ft| into | ÖS|
such that üxp= <p.
Proposition

7. Let CL be a uniformly

closed T-subalgebra

of G, öS

= U[cUp|<pE|ft|], and 3Dthe uniformly closed T-subalgebra of G generated by ÖS.
Then

(1) (B= U[cls3'/r//Eft];
(2) | 3D| is the enveloping semigroup of | ft|.

Proof. (1) Let <pG| ft|, xEßT with <¡>
= LX\A, (ta) a net on T with ¿a->x.
Then /i„-*/<p(3')(/Eft) and so/<pGcls3'/T (/Eft, </>G|ft|). Thus cls3' /r

= [/<p/<pG
|ft|].
(2) Let <pE| ft|. Then ft<pC(BC3u and so | 3D| covers | ft|. Let ^E| ©I,
/Eöä. Then f=gd> for some gEft and <pE| û|. Then ft<pCSDimplies that
#E|ft|.
Hence/iA = g#E 2D.Thus (B^CSDand so SD^G©. Consequently
| 2D| covers | 2d| . Now let 8 be a uniformly closed T-subalgebra of Q with
| 81 isomorphic to the enveloping semigroup of | ft|. Then | 3Dj covers | 8|

and so SC2D. Moreover | s| covers |ft|,thus
whence 2DG 8.
Corollary
following

1. Let Ci be a uniformly

statements

ft<pCS(<pG| ft|). Le. (BC8

closed T-subalgebra of Q. Then the

are equivalent.

(1) | ft| covers \ ft|,
(2) | ft | is the enveloping semigroup of \ ft|,

(3) cls3'/rCft(/Gft).
Remark

= [f//eft,

5. Let

ft be a uniformly

closed

T-subalgebra

clss' \fR,/tGT] compact], 3D=^//Gft, els [fRt/t£T]

of G, ÖS

compact].

Then (B and 2Dare uniformly closed T-subalgebras of ft.
Remark 6. The algebras ÖSand m are the weakly almost periodic functions
and almost periodic functions respectively of ft.

Proposition
8. Let ft be a uniformly closed T-subalgebra of G, 8 the Tsubalgebra corresponding to the enveloping semigroup of \ ft|. TAe« the following
statements are equivalent.

(1) els \fRt/t£T]

is compact (/Gft).
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(2) (| a |, P) is almost periodic [4].
(3) els [/PiAGP] is compact (/£8).
(4) ( | 81, P) is almost periodic.
(5) | 81 is a compact topological group.

(6) (|8|,

P) is minimal and clsg' [fRt/tE:T] is compact (/G8).

(7) (| ß|,

T) is minimal and cls§' [/P¡//GP]

Proof. Statements

is compact (/Ga).

(1), (2), (3) are equivalent

as are statements

(3), (4)>

(5) by [2a]. Now (3) clearly implies (1). Assume (1). Let ©=[///£8.
els [fRt/tEiT]

is compact].

Then »isa

uniformly

closed P-subalgebra

of 8

such that 2D0C£>(0G| £>|). Since aCS> this means that a0C£>(0G| a|)
whence | 2û| covers a and consequently | S)| covers | 8|. This means that
8 G 3D.Hence the first five statements are equivalent.
Clearly (4) implies (6) because E is point transitive; also (6) implies (7).

Finally (7) implies (2) [2a].
Corollary
1. Let CLbe a uniformly closed T-subalgebra of G, S the equicontinuous structure relation on | a| [3]. Then | a| /S« | G$| where <B= [f//Ga.
cls/P is compact].

Corollary
2. Let a be a uniformly closed T-subalgebra of G, 8 the algebra
corresponding to the enveloping semigroup of CL,G the structure group of a [3].

Then C7« | öj| where 03= [///G8,

cls/P is compact].

Remark 7. Let a = \j/fE G, els/P is compact]. Then | a| is the Bohr compactification of P.
Remark 8. Let a= [f/fEG, cls§'/F is compact]. Then | a| is the weakly
almost periodic compactification
of P [l].
Remark 9. Let a be a uniformly closed P-subalgebra of G, í the collection of finite subsets of a. For FE3 let a(P) be the uniformly closed P-

subalgebra of 6 generated by P. If P, P£J

with FQH then a(F)CCL(H)

and there is a natural homomorphism
of | Cfc(Pf)| onto |ß(P)|.
Thus the
family (| a(P)| /P£ï)
forms an inverse system of transformation
groups.
Also | a | « inverse limit (| a(P)j /P£Œ) the isomorphism being given by the

map 0->(0/ß(P)/PGff)(0G| a[).
2. In this section the transformation
groups (X, T) considered are assumed to be compact point transitive and zero dimensional. Since the topology
of X is completely determined by the Boolean algebra of its open-closed subsets, the algebras in this section will be algebras over the two element ring Z2
rather than the reals. Thus Q will denote the algebra of continuous Z2 valued
functions on ßT. Then all the notions and proofs of §1, except those involving
the general completely regular transformation
groups, may be carried over
practically

verbatim

all transformation

if one substitutes

Z2 for P and adds the assumption

groups are zero dimensional.

For a general reference

that

see
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[5]. Let us identify ßT with the set of all ultrafilters on P. For fEG set
ch(f) = [t/tE T, tf= 1 ]. Then ch is a bijective map of G onto (PP, the collection
of all subsets of P. The inverse map is the one which sends A C.G>T into that

element/ of Q such that w/=0 if A £w and uf= Hi A£m.
Remark 10. In Definition 4 two topologies 3' and S' were defined. The
definition of these topologies may be carried over to the present situation by
substituting Z2 for P in Definition 4. There are thus three topologies on G or
(PP, the topology of uniform convergence, 3' and S'. The topology of uniform
convergence is discrete and 3' is the cartesian product topology Zj. Thus
(C, 3') is compact.

Let/GC

Then (/, P) = [g/gEG, tf=tg(t£F)]

is a typical neighborhood

of/ in [3'][s'] where P is a finite subset of [P][0P]. When this notion is
carried over to (PP by means of ch, the following results. Let AQT. Then a

typical neighborhood of A in 3' is of the form (A, F)= [B/BQT,
only if tEA

(tEF)]

where Pisa

finite subset of Pand

of A in S' is of the form (A, F)=[A/BCT,

tEA if and

a typical neighborhood

AEu if and only if BEu(uEF)]

where now P is a finite subset of ßT.

Definition 6. Let AQ&T. Then a is a subalgebra of (PP if 0Ga,
,4 G a implies A'ECL, and A, BE. a imply that A UP G a. a is a T-subalgebra
if in addition ii£ft(46«,
tET).

Let0: a—»(PP.
Then 0 is a homomorphism
if 00=0, (A(p)'=A'd>(AECL),
and 04 U P)0 = .40 U P0(4, B G a). It is a T-homomorphism
if (4/)0

= (¿0M¿Ga, /er).
The group P acts on | a| the collection of all P-homomorphisms of a into
(PP as follows: let tET, 0G| a| then 0/ denotes that element of | a| such

that A (00 = (t~lA)(p(AG a).
The proof of the following lemma is straightforward.

Lemma 10. (1) ch(fRt)=ch(f)rl(fEG,
(2) cÂ(/P,)=r1cA(/)(/Ge, tET).

tET).

(3) The map a—»cft(a) is a bijective map of the set of T-subalgebras of Q
onto the set of T-subalgebras of (PP.

(4) Let CLbe a T-subalgebra of G. For 0G| a| set A kh((p)= ch((ch~lA)(p)
•(AEch(ñ)). Then kh((p)E \ ch(CL)| and the mapping kh is bijective and kh((bt)
= M(0)/(0G| a I, tET). Thus the maps ch, kh may be used to state all the
relevant results of §1 in terms of (PP rather than G.

Proposition
9. For uEßT let ü be that map of (PP into (PP such that
Aü— [t/At~lEu]. Then mG|(PP| and the map u—»«(«G/3P) is an isomorphism.
Proof. By Proposition 1 suitably modified the map u^>Lu(uEßT)
is an
isomorphism of ßT onto | e|. The proof will be completed by showing that
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AA(PU)
= m.Let ACT, f=ch~lA. Then Akh(Lu)= ch(fLu), and tEch(fLu) iff
(if and only if) t/P„ = 1 iff (ut)f= 1 iff A Eut iff At~lEu; i.e. Akl(Lu)=Aü.
Proposition 10. Let Q,bea T-subalgebraof (PT. Then \d\ is minimal iff A
is syndetic (09éAEQ).
Proof. In the present context Proposition

3 Statements

(1) and (2) read

|a| is minimal iff A<p= 0 implies A = 0(AE&, <t>E\a|).
Thus suppose A syndetic and 4>E | <3t
|. Then there exists P a finite subset

of P with AF=T. Hence P= T<p= A4>Fwhence A<p9¿0.
Conversely suppose | a| minimal and 09e A G a. If A were not syndetic,
the collection $=[A't/tET\
would have the finite intersection property.

Then if uEßT with íC«, A'ü= Tand Aü = 0 contradicting the minimality

of |a|.
Proposition

11. Let a be a T-subalgebra of 6>T. Then the following state-

ments are equivalent.

(1) (| a|, T) is almost periodic.
(2) For each AE& there exists a finite subset F of T such that given tET

there is sEF with At —As.
(3) For each AE& there exists a syndetic subgroup H, a finite subset K

of T, such that rHK = A and rHEA. Actually H= [t/tr~lA -f~U j.
Proof. Since the topology of uniform convergence is discrete, Statement 2
is a restatement
of Statement
1 of Proposition 6. Hence (1) and (2) are

equivalent.
Assume (3). Let N = index of Tí and p= cardinal of K. Then there are only
Cn,r possibilities for the collection At for tET. Hence (3) implies (2).
Assume (2). We may also assume that e£7. Let Fi be a maximal subset

of P with respect to the properties

BC\At = 0 or BQAt(tET).

eGPi

and B = Ç\[As/sEFi]?*0.

Also 0 ^PGaand

B is syndetic by Proposition 9.
There are two cases to consider eEB

and eEB.

Then

| a\ minimal implies that
Let us assume first that

eEB. Then BQAs(sEFi) implies that s~1EA(sEFi). Let tEB, sEFi. Then
Br\Ast9¿0, whence BQAst. Thus t~lEAs(sEFi), i.e. B~lCB.
Let H=[t/tA=A],
let iGTP Since s~lEA(sEFi), tEAs(sEFi); i.e.
tEB. Now let bEB, aEA. Then 5nia-'M0;
therefore BCAa~lb and so
b~laEA. Thus b~lACA (bEB). Since B~l QB, this means that bA = A (bEB).
Consequently B = H.
Since H is syndetic there exists L finite with T7L= P. Set P= [l/lG-7,

Hir\Aj¿0}.

Then of course ACHK. Let AGP, AG77. Then there exists

«iG77with »iAG¿. Then hk^hm^mkEHACA.

Hence ¿=77P.

Finally if eEB, set C=b~1A where bEB. Then the above argument may
be applied verbatim to Cand D instead of B and A to show that C= [t/tD =D]
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of T with D —CK for some finite set K. Then A —bCk

and C= [t/tb~lA =¿>_1^4]. The proof is completed.
In general H need not be in ft. However, H always belongs to 8 the Tsubalgebra of <PT with | e| the enveloping semigroup of | ft|.
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